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Introduction

Conceptual Framework

● For years, embankments, dikes or other fortifications have symbolized
“protection” for cities around the world, making the primary approach to
addressing flood risks include such traditional, engineered "grey"
structures (Gralepois et al., 2016).

● Coastal management practices and strategies are embedded in local
histories of how communities have responded and adapted to climate
hazards and in the historical decisions made regarding preferred
infrastructure, financing mechanisms and maintenance (ManuelNavarrete et al., 2019).

● Therefore, path dependency helps indicate the tendency of persistence
and self-reinforcement of paths while concurrently expressing the
difficulty of changing a course once chosen (Wiering et al., 2017).

Research Question
How can path dependency be overcome to allow the
implementation of nature-based flood defence (NBFD) in
coastal areas?
Sub research questions:
● What are the main key lock-ins or barriers associated with path
dependency and how were they overcome?
● What other factors or initiatives influenced the breaking of these barriers?
● Does path dependency look different in countries in the Global North and
the Global South?
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USA

“In the US there is still the idea that we can't
prevent the disasters from happening but we can
prepare ourselves on how we respond.”
– Expert for case study 1 on aversion to
change

“I think the other thing that made Sandy, even
larger than many other disasters is that it was in
a place that's one of the densest places, if not
the densest place in the United States, It has the
highest property values you have, the center of
finance, for sure, and lots of other, you know,
and media and everything else in the United
States.
– Expert for case study 1 on location
and media pressure

Because if we enlarge the dike, then we take
more lands for it, not only land but also a little
bit of sea, perhaps. But the Wadden sea is a
nature reserve [Natura 2000]. And that's really
very hard. So then you have to build it all the
way on the land, but the land is owned by a
farmer.
– Expert for case study 2 on spatial and locality
issue

So, I asked why did those plants die? Is it
infestation? Is it salinity? Is it sedimentation? What
is the reason? Why is succession not happening? Is
it the cutting that is being used? Why do they die 20
years later, why not seven years? No answer. And
when we asked that, how did you choose those
species? Forest Departments and local people's
experience
– Expert for case study 3 on local knowledge

“We have every year a meeting with all the
coastal engineers around the North Sea, I'm
there every year, as That is, these meetings are
very open. Everybody shows the successes, but
also what went wrong? So we are really learning
from each other in such meetings.
– Expert for case study 2 on regional
influence

“Now we are saying resilience is not enough; we
have to prosper, So there's a shift of the whole
trajectory - the paradigm that we are no longer
vulnerable, we want to be resilient - No, we want to
be more prosperous, prosperous country. So if you
want to be prosperous, you need to show how you
will reach that prosperity. “
– Expert for case study 3 on reframing the language
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